Increasing Plasma/Photonic Light, Shifts + Additional Sharings
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Clarion Call for Embodiers

Aloha BE-YOU-ti-FUL Light Family,
We've passed through an immense Gateway (and entered a whole new one). Some may still
may be feeling the affects of the massiveness of these increasing influxes of Plasma Energy and
high Photonic Upgrades that are accelerating and non-stop every way/every day.....
Many (entire collectives) are now starting to experience the MAGNITUDE and IMMENSITY of
anchoring Light and clearing/releasing density from their own physical bodies/realities too,
working through distortions and starting to realize this is a "full time" job/experience, which
requires a massive shift in priorities and what's important quite substantially changes as well.
Holding on is no longer desirable, as it becomes what anchors/weights each/binds/holds each to
the old.....(and "the new" is soooooooooooo much more awesome and exciting!)
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The most important thing is to go DEEPer inward and experience all from this depth and honor
the importance of all of these processes.... (and LET GO of all judgment or expectation of "how"
you thought everything was)...
Days and days of increasing high frequency photonics/harmonics, off the charts (is normal), so
being able to integrate/stabilize and shift WITH ALL is beyond important..... Full presence is
required to do this.
Photonic Light/Quantum Consciousness
More expansion, new realizations, new awareness.... means shifting is
SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO much easier and vibrational alignment "can be" too (if we will
embrace and honor from inside) and do as we see is highest aligned....
The passageway leading up to the Lions' Gate was preparation for the completion cycle of "after"
(portals don't close like we would think, yet they can only be consciously activated through
continual heart consciousness expansion)...
Once Cosmic/Universal Codes are "released" to become available, they are available to all. Yet
"how" these are activated are vibrational and each EXPANDS their own Consciousness to be
able to activate them and then "learn"/understand/see "how" to "apply" them to their own lives....
This is a whole new way of living and functioning....
August 12th: I awoke to seeing how the Whole Earth Shifted into a whole new vibrational level
and each began their next phase of their "illusion". I saw where many will not realize this,
because it can be soooo subtle and take "time" for many to start to really see/understand ... so
it's important to pay attention to the subtleties and keep tuning in through your own highest state
and be open to nuances and subtle differences to show you that things are "different"....
We do this from deep within, through Pure Presence and our own Deep Sacred Connection with
all... We observe through the inner EYE of our heart (Pineal) and listen with our hearts,
experience through our pure hearts.... honoring silence where higher frequencies can be heard
and assimilated with greater ease....... Be patient and just observe, with your whole being........
allow yourself to FEEL the softness available, the beauty, the simplicity and the ease when your
whole being expands fully..... (which means your head will no longer be "in the way"...
August 15th: Awoke to a Clarion Call going out across "the ethers" (through each's/collective
consciousness). These can vary depending on the phase each is currently in and the roles each
fulfills here. We've had these regularly through the "years", every time it's time for each to step up
more/step further into their next roles here.... This one was "WE NEED EMBODIERS" and then
observing how so many are still playing out ego-separation in their lives in many ways.
Embodiment is LIVING THIS, without the distortions, purity and by BEing your highest aspect(s)
fully and not playing in the games of the "old". Clarion Calls are "Soul". "New Missions" are how
Galactics receive.... They are the same, just different frequency waves of receiving "new
purposes/roles" to fulfill....
You see what you see/feel/received. I only speak this as when I mentioned it to another, she
heard the "Clarion Call" too, yet didn't fully realize...
It's funny, because there is SO MUCH and "nothing" all at the same time. To recap it all would
take forever.... so I just share on a few points that are a blanket collective, rather than breaking
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down all the individual ones on a multi-dimensional level here.
Expanded sharings will be posted when completed for all.
p.s. Most recent sharings, activations, interviews/discussions are listed below...

Immense Love, Gratitude and Deep Sacred Respect,
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It was so heart-expanding to unite with sweet Kerry K to share on various topics regarding
Embodiment, our LightBodies, Expansion, Living magical realities from our heart, full vibrational
alignment, Experiencing through our own Quantum States of Consciousness and more. While we
went out Live on Facebook, Kerry has since uploaded the video on her YouTube for all to
activate/receive through. In-Joy! ♥

Click on the Photo to Read the Light Encoded Article
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A New Activation shared on the 8-8 Lion's (Star) Gate(way) for all

New Light Encoded Article/Activation: Embodying the Ethers (Etheric Realms)
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Support Your Plasma Crystalline LightBody: Self-Care is Sacred & Uber-Mega Important
ALWAYS NOW (Plasma Influxes Increase Powerfully)
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On Sunday
I'll send out a Separate Email Announcments for Monday's Live Broadcast on Quantum
Conversations
In the meantime, there's a brief write up on my Daily Writing's Page
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